
@@@plan/specification/module@@@ − Tutorial Questions −
Week 4

Signing into the Tutorial

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!

Practical Questions

Implement each of the following process definitions (questions marked (*)
are to be completed in your own time):

1. Here is a process definition for a button:

Button = (click -> Button).

A student has take this button process and, using the hiding operator,
hidden the click action. How does this new process behave?

2. Here is a process definition for a radio button:

Radio = Radio[0],
Radio[state: 0..1] = (click -> Radio[(state+1)%2]).

Using this process and just process relabeling, define a database pro-
cess that allows insertions to continuously occur.

3. Is there any difference between the following three processes, S1, S2
and S3:

A = (p -> q -> A).
B = (r -> s -> B).

||S1 = (A || B) / { t/q, t/s }.

||S2 = (A/{t/q,t/s} || B/{t/q,t/s}).

||C = (A || B).
||S3 = C / { t/q, t/s }.

Ensure that you explain your answer.
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4. Using the following process definition:

Element = (up -> down -> Element).

and parallel composition, describe a process that can accept up to 4
up actions before a down action1 - your process answer should never
terminate and should have the alphabet { up, down }.

5. (*) A Java application presents the user with an input prompt. The
user should enter an integer at the prompt and then click a button to
indicate that they have entered something. Should the Java applica-
tion find that the users input is not an integer, then an error dialog
is displayed followed by the input prompt. Should the users input be
correct, then the Java application ends all user interaction.

In the following, you may assume that:

set Input = { valid, invalid }

(a) Define a process called Alert. This process models our alert box.
The alert box is launched when an error is signalled and may then
be closed. The aler t process ends when an ok signal is received.
The alphabet of this process should be { error, ok, close }.

(b) Define a process called Prompt. This process models the prompt
box. Clicking the prompt boxes button causes the entered data
to be submitted to our Java application. When this process re-
ceives an ok signal it ends. When it receives an error signal it
redisplays the prompt box. The alphabet of this process should
be { click, enter[Input], submit[Input], ok, error }.

(c) Define a process called Check. This process models the checking
of the users submitted data. When the entered data is valid, we
end (this is signalled by a ok action). Otherwise we launch an
alert box (this is signalled using an error action). The alphabet
of this process should be { submit[Input], ok, error }.

(d) Define a process called Application. This process consists of
the previous three processes all running in parallel. Its alphabet
should be { enter[Input], click, submit[Input], close }.

(e) Finally, define the process GUI to be the process Application.
Draw and animate this process to check that it behaves as you
would expect.

1Hint: Think about process labelling and relabelling.
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